Research Computing Steering Committee

Overview

Together with theory and experimentation, computational methods now constitute a third pillar of scientific inquiry. Advanced computing technologies now allow researchers to build and test models of complex phenomena and then manage and analyze almost unimaginably large volumes of data.

Recognizing the need for computational resources for Lehigh researchers, the Research Computing (formerly High Performance Computing/HPC) group was established within Library & Technology Services (LTS) in 2005. Over the last decade, LTS Research Computing has provided Lehigh researchers with valuable computational resources to satisfy their computing and storage needs. To facilitate input from faculty on available computational resources and services, LTS has established the Research Computing Steering Committee with the objective of enhancing and governing the Research Computing environment at Lehigh University.

The charge to the Research Computing Steering Committee is:

- Advise LTS on how to manage the Research Computing budget
- Provide recommendation for expansion/upgrade of computing resources and facilities
- Establish policies that govern the use of computing resources on campus
- Assist with education, outreach and training opportunities for the campus research community
- Assist with research enablement and connecting researchers with similar computing needs
- Identify and encourage collaborative computational efforts and proposals
- Assist and advise faculty with computing budget and resources when writing research proposals

Committee Members

- Wonpil Im, Co-Chair, Professor, Biological Sciences
- Edmund Webb III, Co-Chair, Assoc. Professor, Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics
- Jonas Baltrusaitis, Asst. Professor, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
- Paolo Bocchini, Asst. Professor, ATLSS / Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Peter Bryan, Systems Manager, ATLSS / Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Brian Chen, Assoc. Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
- Brian Davison, Assoc. Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
- Richard Decker, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering
- Boris Defourny, Asst. Professor, Industrial and Systems Engineering
- Bruce Dodson, Assoc. Professor, Mathematics
- James Hall, Professor, Accounting
- Craig Hochbein, Asst. Professor, Education and Human Services
- Haiyan Jia, Asst. Professor, Journalism and Communication
- Alberto J. Lamadrid, Asst. Professor, Economics
- William Lowry, Asst. Professor, Theatre
- Padraig O'Seaghdha, Assoc. Professor, Psychology
- Frank Pazzaglia, Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences
- Rosi J. Reed, Asst. Professor, Physics
- Jeffrey Rickman, Professor, Materials Science and Engineering
- David Vicic, Professor, Chemistry
- Ping-Shi Wu, Assoc. Professor, Mathematics
- Zhuyuan Yan, Assoc. Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
- Ting Wang, Asst. Professor, Computer Science and Engineering

Ex Officio Members

- Gregory Reihman, Vice Provost for Library and Technology Services
- Alan J. Snyder, Vice President and Associate Provost for Research and Graduate Studies

Library and Technology Services Members

- Alex Pacheco, Manager of Research Computing
- Stephen Anthony, Senior Analyst

Meeting Information

The Research Computing Steering Committee meets quarterly.

The calendar of scheduled meetings is available at: https://www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=p0h2gilpt1jor52e8hpjd2k51k%40group.calendar.google.com&ctz=America/New_York
Meeting Minutes

Other Information

More information about research and high performance computing is available at: http://researchcomputing.lehigh.edu/

Mailing Lists:

- HPC - https://lists.lehigh.edu/mailman/listinfo/hpc-l
- HPC Steering Committee - https://lists.lehigh.edu/mailman/listinfo/hpcsc-l